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WEAPONS

DRUGS

ILLEGAL WILDLIFE TRADE

HUMAN TRAFFICKING

THE FOUR MAJOR BLACK MARKETS CRIMES



ü Groundbreaking solution to reduce poaching and end 
user demand for horn

University of the Witwatersrand (WITS) Public Benefit 
Project

(Wits Foundation)

ü Combining Science and Philanthropy  to help 
PROTECT RHINOS

Bringing benefits to people and communities living near  rhino populations

ü Social upliftment

ü Environmental Awareness & Education support

OUR MISSION

Section 18A Tax exemption certificates plus transparency and inclusive benefits as a Wits 
Foundation Public Benefit Project



RHINO 
SUSTAINABLITY:

1. Proof of Concept
ü Insertion of Radioisotopes

ü Data collection and publication

2. Rhino Research / Data 
Collection Collaborators

ü Global Involvement
ü Local Involvement

3. Student Bursaries
ü Identifying young scientists

ENTREPRENEURIAL 
SUSTAINABLITY:

1.  Income Development
ü Food Gardens Development and 

sustainability
ü Sales of Produce (Through 

Cooperatives)
ü Water Supply Sustainablity

2. Nutritional and Healthcare
ü Food & Plant Nutritional Advice 

and care for communities
ü Chronic Medication Distribution 

within Game Farm Areas

EDUCATION 
SUSTAINABILITY:

1. School Education Projects
ü Food gardens

ü Rhino Edu-packs
ü Tutu-desks
ü Toilets
ü Kitchens

ü Sustainable Water Suppliers

2. Youth Leadership within 
Game Farm Communities

ü Mentoring
ü Funding of Internships

ü BEE development

THE RHISOTOPE PROJECT
(Rhino & Game Farm Community Sustainability

Community AwarenessScience



A BLOODY, HORNY ISSUE
Did you know:

A rhino affects your daily life,
no matter where you are in the world?

WHY RHINO HORN?

Form of currency.
(Black market value:$65 000 to $70 000 per kilo)

Traditional medicine practices on the open market

Status symbol within various communities

Trinkets and carved items for gifting purposes



Supporting UN 
Sustainable goals:

Life on Land

Zero hunger

Good Health & 
Wellbeing

Climate Action

www.rhisotope.org



Rhino horn:

The most valuable false commodity on earth.

ü Illegal wildlife trade linked to emergence and 
spread of infectious diseases.

ü Rhino horn trade + larger integrated criminal 
activities.

ü Horn more valuable than gold, platinum and 
cocaine.

RHINOS, PEOPLE, SOCIETY

Funding and collaboration is required to help 
change this dynamic.



THE SCIENCE



University of the Witwatersrand (WITS) Public Benefit Project
(Wits Foundation)

• Insert measured small  quantities of 
radioisotopes into the horn of the 

rhinoceros.

• Development of geolocation database. 
Based on stable isotopic ratios of C/N/O/St.

• Accumulation and dissemination of 
basic rhino data.

Research with horns, scanning, faecal and blood samples 
ongoing.

SCIENCE AT WORK



• Help deter poaching.

• Alter perception of risk.

• Devalue the horn.

• Deter end user markets.

• Detection opportunities increased globally.

• Arrest and conviction under appropriate 
international laws.

• Training for vets.

• Work with inter-governmental agencies.

THE GOAL



SCIENCE SAVING RHINOS

First do no harm.
Ethics and safety firmly intertwined.

Phase 1 – launched May 2021

• Develop the Radiological Safety Case

ü Demonstrate that wellbeing of rhinos is ensured at all times.
ü Report to the Regulators that process is safe, secure, and justifiable.

ü Assess radiological doses for all involved i.e. rhino, vets, potential end user.
ü Potential doses strictly managed with safety & regulation protocols.

• Two rhinos have isotopically labelled proline inserted in their 
horns.

• Assess if there is movement of compounds through rhino horn and animals.

• Analysis through blood and faecal samples.



SCIENCE SAVING RHINOS

Phase 2 – Proof of Concept
Dose assessments (July 2021 – Jan 2022)

Continue to develop the Radiological Safety Case

ü Computer modeling
Medical physics & nuclear industry software for detailed dose assessments.

ü 3D printing to make full scale phantoms (black and white rhinos)
Allows precise laboratory measurements of doses required.

ü Identification of appropriate radioisotope/s.
Follows a series of additional input parameters.

ü Training
Enabling vets  to do radioisotope insertion on their own.

Ensures scale of coverage to help rhinos locally and globally.

ü Treat 40 animals and increase number in each phase.



SCIENCE SAVING RHINOS
Phase 3 – Magnification of project (Feb 2022 onwards)

Extending the Scale to over 1000 Rhinos

Having demonstrated the Proof of Concept to owners, 
stakeholders, and  the Regulator, the insertion of 

radioisotopes into horns, starts in earnest

• A trained team will be dispatched to game reserve, all the 
necessary regulatory requirements completed in 

conjunction with the owners.

• All treated animals will be recorded with a unique 
identifier, Rhodos and blood samples taken along with 

appropriate measurements for basic research 
information. 

• All information will be stored in a secure server system

• Phase 4 – Continuation of the the project



Current Collaborators and Contributors

Collaborators:

• University of Witwatersrand
• Rosatom

• Colorado State University
• Nuclear Energy Corporation of South Africa (Necsa)

• Australian Nuclear Science and Technology 
Organisation (ANSTO)

• Ikhala Veterinary Services

Contributors: (shared data, information)

• Ohio State University
• North Carolina State University

• Texas A & M



SCIENCE SAVING RHINOS

Availability
• Will the chosen radioisotopes be readily available

Cost
• What will the cost of the radioisotopes be?  These animals have a commercial value and a significant protection cost. Will the use of 

radioisotopes significantly reduce the protection costs?

Chemical form of the compound/s
• What will be the chemical nature of the chosen radioisotopes? How will this effect their handling in the field

Activity/toxicity
• What will be the chosen activity? A balance between the potential harm to the animal vs detection of the isotope after a number of years 

needs to be struck

Regulatory Approval
• Will the regulator have specific demands as to the type/form of isotope used? What regulatory demands will be made on the process?

Half-life
• Bearing in mind that a rhino can live for up to 40 years , and their horn grows 4 - 7 cm a year, how will this effect the choice of isotope. How many 

times do you want to treat an animal bearing in mind the risks/costs associated with darting a rhino
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THE COMMUNITY



INCOME DEVELOPMENT

The movement of money and the growth of new skills

Creating food gardens will allow the local communities 
around the game farms to grow, consume, and sell the 

excess produce into local markets. 
Markets will include:

• Local game lodges, eventually developing specialist 
supplies

• Private households
• Inter-community sales

• Opportunities for produce exchange
• Informal traders/spaza shops

• The aim is to encourage the development of the 
entrepreneurial spirit and encourage local economic 

stimulation. 

NUTRIONAL & HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

No child should go to school hungry. 

• Food and plant nutritional advice, and care for 
communities

• By the provision of nutritional food daily, 
children can have bodies nourished in body, 
mind, and spirit and work to their potential.

• Chronic medication distribution support in areas 
surrounding game reserves.

• This support improves the living and health care 
for the most vulnerable members of a community 

in the name of rhinos and conservation

COMMUNITY SUSTAINABLITY

Identified project nodes 
in SOUTH AFRICA.

(Eastern Cape, 
Waterberg in Limpopo, 

Sabi Sands)



AWARENESS -
EDUCATION



ü Create awareness and cultivate rhino champions.

ü Share knowledge about the rhino crisis and how it 
impacts our daily lives.

ü Directly linking improved living benefits with rhinos.

ü Create tourism and conservation champions in 
local communities.

ü Strengthen awareness around community togetherness and 
participation.

COMMUNITIES SAVING RHINOS



African proverb:
“An empty stomach has no ears”

ü Integrating essential resources to achieve improved learning.

ü Combining upliftment opportunities with education initiatives
e.g., food gardens, boreholes, sanitary items, toilets, kitchens.

ü Providing essential educational resources for support –
directly linking education benefits with rhinos 

e.g., Tutu Desks, Edu-packs.

ü Supporting the curriculum.

ü Digi-Pals - creating a digital inter-classroom experience.
www.actionforrhinos.com

Phase 1 – R350 000 aquaponics installation taking place 
in Sept / Oct 2021. 

EDUCATION AND AWARENESS



OUR TEAM



Qualification: Biology, Physics, Radiation Protection, and Nuclear Security

• Lectured on nuclear security topics in Austria, Italy, Japan, US, UK, Morocco, Egypt, 
Sudan, Jordan, Austria, Chile, Ghana, Nigeria, South Korea, Brazil, Indonesia.

• Radiation Protection Specialist, and nuclear security expert.
• Former chairman: International Atomic Agency’s (IAEA)  International 

Nuclear Security Education Network (INSEN).
• Collaborations with IAEA: Division of Nuclear Security and Nuclear Safety and the US 

State Department, and the European Union Joint Research Centre Non-Proliferation 
and Nuclear Security.

• Visiting Professor, Brookhaven National Laboratory (NY), US.
• Member of the Institute for Nuclear Materials Management, (INMM), US.

• Founding member of the Southern African Radiation Protection Association (SARPA).
• Fellow of the Royal Society of Medicine, UK (FRSM).

• Visiting researcher, King’s College, London.

THE TEAM BEHIND THE SCENES

THE SCIENCE GUYS



At the frontline of helping to save rhinos who are victims of poaching:
The Story of Hope

Co-Founded Investec Rhino Lifeline in 2013.

Project coordinator for Wilderness Foundation Africa
(Medivet Saving the Rhino campaign).

Leader in rescue, education and awareness campaigns.

Trustee of Chipembere Rhino Foundation.

Trustee of African Rhino Conservation Collaboration.

Supports a multi-faceted approach to the rhino crisis through increased collaboration and 
cohesion.

THE TEAM BEHIND THE SCENES

THE SCIENCE GUYS



THE TEAM BEHIND THE SCENES

(Co-founder, Head of Strategy & Finance)

(Business Manager, Community Development and, Social Upliftment)

(UK Liaison, Educational Awareness)

(Head of Digital Marketing)

(Research, Media coordinator)

(Research and Data)

(Research Partner)

THE AMAZONS
“A nation of female warriors”



CURRENT RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Exposure value - Rand ($) 

Based on the 
following search 
terms:
ü Rhisotope
ü The

Rhisotope Project
ü Professor James

Larkin
ü James Larkin
ü Radiation use for

Rhino protection

Highlights from local 
and international 
online media coverage:
Reuters + Reuters video
BBC World Service
The Times (UK)
France24 video
SABCNews story and video
eNCA 
interview (Facebook)
Bloomberg
Stern – German magazine
mybroadband
News24
World Nuclear News
MSN video
Daily Mail

AVE. The Advertising Value 
Equivalency

The Potential Reach

Exchange 
Rates (26th
July 2021)
R 64.3 M
$ 4,317,230
€ 3,665,421

LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
MAY TO JULY 2021



Thankyou

www.rhisotope.org
info@rhisotope.org
+27 (0) 82 804-3549

www.rhisotope.org


